[Mathematical models of the oxygen-binding function of intact human hemoglobin and hemoglobin modified by UV-radiation in the presence of carbon oxide].
The influence of carbon oxide and UV-radiation in doses of 151-453 J/m2 on the physiological properties of human oxyhemoglobin has been studied. Mathematical models of the oxygen-binding function of intact and modified hemoprotein have been developed. It has been found that saturation of human hemoglobin with oxygen obeys the logistic dependence. In the presence of carboxyhemoglobin, the oxygenation parameters change and saturation curves are described by the equations of degree dependence. It has been shown that UV light had the stimulating influence on the functional properties of human hemoglobin modified by carbon oxide if the concentration of carboxyform of the hemoprotein in solution was no higher than 10 per cent. The disturbance of the oxygen-binding ability of hemoglobin by the action of higher concentrations of carboxyhemoglobin was irreversible and was not corrected by UV-radiation.